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Matrix Studios is an Australian game development company  
developing high quality play-to-earn games. Matrix Studios has an 
award winning development team with previous clients including 
Marvel, Disney and Nickelodeon. They have been responsible for 
gaming titles under license such as Star Wars, Spider-Man,  
Transformers and more. 

Blockchain P2E gaming has yet to make a mark in the world of  
Mobile Gaming, something we see as an untapped opportunity. 

The mobile games market size is expected to be $272 billion by 2030. 
Statistics show that the global gaming market was worth around 
$162.32 billion in 2020. More than half of that number was earned by 
mobile games. 

Millennials are officially the largest mobile gamer demographic.  
Besides being the age group that most mobile gamers belong to,  
millennials aged 23–38 are the group that spends the most time  
gaming - this also links in with the precise crypto investor age  
demographic.

 

introduction TO MATRIX studios



 

the vision
The goal for Matrix Studios is simple, to provide the highest quality  
gaming experience possible on the blockchain. We are bridging the 
nostalgia of retro gaming with the evolution of Web3 through  
MOBILE blockchain gaming.      
 
 



 

our team
 

jack ECONOMOS

Jack’s previous profession was as a 
Lead Cardiac Physiologist for one 
of Australia’s largest healthcare 
providers. Jack has been involved 
in the crypto space for the last 4 
years. As a sci-fi and tech fan, he 
would like to see blockchain  
technology remove the human 
aspect of financial remittance and 
in-turn see a true decentralised 
world economy.

Jack has a true passion for gaming 
and would like to see decentralised 
currency play an integral role within 
the space, as an in-game  
incentive, as well as a way to truly 
‘Play-And-Earn’. 

Co-Founder &  
CEO

 

lachlan KITSON

Lachlan’s previous role was in 
Marketing and Sponsorship for a 
market leading  global beverage 
company. Lachlan’s background 
and connections within the industry 
have led to key partnerships, most 
notably,  Matrix becoming the first 
‘Official Cryptocurrency’ of the AFL 
team St. Kilda Football Club. 

Moving forward, partnerships 
across the sports and tech  
industry will play an integral part in 
the growth/adoption and  
mainstream awareness to not only 
Matrix, but the crypto landscape as 
a whole.

Co-Founder &  
CMO

 

Ash Nicholls 

Before joining Matrix Studios,  
Ash worked with leading children’s 
brands for the publishing industry.  
In 2008 he took on the digital  
campaign rollout for Star Wars: 
The Clone Wars for Lucas Arts and 
Hasbro including launching several 
online games for the franchise. 

Art Of Play was subsequently  
founded and awarded the  
Transformers online gaming  
account for Hasbro as well as the 
account for key brands within the 
Nickelodeon line up including 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and 
Spongebob Squarepants. For well 
over a decade, Ash has directed 
more than 60 games and e-learning 
experiences for the world’s biggest 
children’s entertainment brands.

Director Of Game  
Development

 

Billy Deakin 

With more than two decades 
experience creating games and 
e-learning experiences for leading 
entertainment properties,  
Billy is a developer who can  
do it all.  
 
His vast knowledge in  
gaming mechanics, platforms and 
user experiences are second to 
none. Before joining Matrix Studios, 
Billy has been Lead Developer at 
Art Of Play since it’s founding in 
2012 and has been at the helm in  
developing more than 60 games 
reaching 13 countries and tens of 
millions of plays.

Lead Game  
Developer

 

Naomi Davis 

Naomi has worked for 10 years specialising in digital  
and social media content creation and management for major global  
FMCG brands. Naomi plays a key role at Matrix Studios, formulating specialised social 
campaigns, content creation and responsible for overall digital direction.

Head of  Digital & Social Media 



 

INTRODUCTION TO OUR GAME DEVELOPERS
Our lead game developers have been making games for over  
two decades. Ash and Billy have been trusted with some of the  
biggest brands in entertainment and have been busy  
accumulating a number of awards. Most recently, the Spikes Asia 
Award – Spikes Asia is the most prestigious creative awards for the 
Asia Pacific region. They also achieved Honoree and were Finalists 
in the Webby Awards. The Webby Awards is the leading  
international award honouring excellence on the internet.



 

timeline and achievements

 

sept 2021 Matrix Protocol is born

 

investors 5000 investment holders

 

SPONSORSHIP
Matrix Protocol first of its kind 
sponsorship deal  within the 
AFL system

 

VOLUME $1.8M AUD traded volume 
since Sept 2021

 

GAME Animatrix Kill Kount  
game launch

 

PARTNERSHIP
Business partnership with  
Developers from AOP on  
future blockchain game  
development under  
Matrix Studios



 

ST.KILDA PARTNERSHIP
In 2022, Matrix became an Elite Sponsor and Official Partner of the 
St.Kilda Football Club. This was a historic achievement as we became 
the first blockchain gaming company to be affiliated with the AFL 
and sponsor an AFL club.

This partnership has given us the ability to bring mainstream  
awareness and adoption to the world of blockchain gaming. It has 
provided us with access to in-game marketing opportunities including 
boundary LED signage, player ambassadors as well as a significant  
presence on the clubs social media platforms.

 

SPONSORSHIP



 

MARKET OVERVIEW
Play-to-earn is a blockchain-based gaming model where players earn 
rewards for playing games. Play-to-earn games are another aspect of 
DeFi whereby all participants have the ability to earn rewards.

 3.3bn gamers worldwide – half the globe! 
 

 The global gaming market was valued at AU 241.2 billion in 2020.
 

 Mobile gaming earns 57% of total video game profits.
 

 The games market size is expected to be $272 billion by 2030.
 

 Statistics show that the global gaming market was worth around  
 $162.32 billion in 2020. More than half of that number was earned  
 by mobile games. 
 

 There are no reputable retro play-to-earn games at present.  
 The demographics of gamers and crypto investors presents a  
 significant gap in the market.
 
 
 



 

the matrix ecosystem
 

gaming

 

PARTNERSHIPS

Matrix Studios is a project designed to build a sustainable 
ecosystem, with play-to-earn games in development.

An integral part of the Matrix Studios ecosystem is the long-term 
sustainability of its’ partnerships with various sporting codes and 
tech businesses. The objective is to build mass awareness and 
adoption.

 

mtx nftS
NFTs provide holders with access to competitions, play-to-earn 
games and limited areas of the ecosystem. NFTs will also play a 
major role for the upcoming game ‘Alchemy’.



 

GAMES 
ANIMATRIX KILL KOUNT  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BIG BANG BATTLE ROYALE 
 
 

We are bringing 90’s retro back with this  
classic 16-bit pixel art beat ‘em-up.

Animatrix Kill Kount is a survival game where  
you play as Agent Protocol, who must  
battle wave after wave of mutant rogue rats  
to power up and collect rewards as you  
increase your Kill Kount.
 
As each enemy wave is defeated, the  
following wave increases in difficulty  
(increase in agent numbers, speed, intensity  
and weaponry). You only have one health bar 
to score as many kills as possible to  
work your way up the Kill-O-Meter.

r

An unseen, God-like being is abducting aliens 
from all over the galaxy to participate in  
gladiatorial-like games for their own sick  
enjoyment.

Choose your character and enter the arena 
with two fellow team members. There is a  
nuclear bomb setup in the center of the  
arena with a set time limit. You must find the  
Matrix coins within the arena and carry them 
back to your team camp. Five coins are  
required to power up the team portal and safely 
evacuate yourself and your team members.  
You must also stop the opposing team from  
collecting their coins using a myriad of  
weapons and attacks.

Players must form strategies to best collect their 
coins, defend their players running back to  
base as well as go on the attack to foil their  
opponent’s plan.

 

conceptual

 

released



 

ALCHEMY 
TURN BASED P2E GAMING ALCHEMY 

Alchemy is a turn based tactics battle arena  
P2E game. 

Many cycles ago, it was deemed by  
‘The Enlightened’ that the earth and civilisation 
was doomed. They built a massive vessel and 
fled our world - taking with them thousands of 
years of knowledge and the last of earth’s prime 
resources with them. Our global  
communications network shut down within 
months, libraries were emptied, museums were 
destroyed. Civilisation entered a new dark age 
and a global civil war broke out as the  
disillusioned outlawed anyone who dared to 
gain knowledge.

From out of this darkness rose a new light. The 
Alchemists. Intent on forging a new path with 
what little knowledge they could find from  
centuries long gone. Harnessing this information 
and rare earth materials they threatened to 
bring forward a new enlightenment and retake 
civilisation from the hands of the Disillusioned.

This is... Darkness Reforged.

 

 

IN DEVELOPMENT



 

the matrix STUDIOS token (mtx)

 

TOKENOMICS 2021 - 2022

Matrix Studios (MTX) is a Binance Smart Chain token that distributes  
passive earning to holders and serves as the connective tissue for  
the MTX ecosystem. 
 
The project has gone through multiple audits. It was a priority of ours  
to pass these with flying colours to gain the confidence of our potential 
investors as we understand that safety and trust is essential for any  
successful long-term project. We have been successfully audited by:

12% tax on all buys, sells and wallet transfers:

4% to Marketing growth

3% to Partnership growth

3% to Liquidity pool

2% to Reflections for holders

Utility
MTX will be used as our game reward currency. Highest scorers will be 
rewarded with MTX tokens and players will be able to use MTX tokens 
to purchase in-game unlockables. 
Eventually, we will incorporate MTX tokens to buy, sell and trade NFTs 
on our marketplace. Holders will receive reflections, access to the MTX 
ecosystem and more.

Burn
To date, more than 60% of the total supply has been burned.  
Burns take place both automatically and manually. With regard to the  
automatic burn, the dead wallet recieves reflections in MTX upon each 
transaction. This feature can be turned on or off depending on the  
current needs of the token. Manual burns are occasionally initiated 
during specific periods in order to continue the growth and upward 
trend of Matrix Studios token.

Liquidity Pool
The Matrix-BNB liquidity pool becomes more stable/less volatile with 
every single transaction that occurs due to the 3% that is added with 
every buy, sell and transfer. Whilst stability with regard to liquidity pools 
is extremely important, safety is also crucial. The locked MTX liquidity 
pool is continuously monitored and is therefore one of the most secure 
pools on the Binance Smart Chain.

1 quadrillion total supply with 400 trillion in circulation:

 600 trillion burned - 60%
 

 120 trillion presale - 12% 
 

 100 trillion private sale - 10% 
 

 100 trillion token vesting - 10% 
 

  80 trillion ecosystem - 8%

F I N A N C E

 

TOKENOMICS 2023
In 2023 the Matrix token will be relaunched on the Polygon Network.



 

ROADMAP 
It is important to note that roadmaps are subject to change at any 
time. We reserve the right to change and adjust the roadmap  
accordingly, for any reason.

 

2022    in progress

Limited Rogue Rats/Lone Wolf NFT collection release – 
on our OpenSea store

Matrix Studios partnership with Art Of Play on bloc – 
chain gaming development

Private/Public investment

Corporate Investment – VC/Corporate partnership

Establish office headquarters in Adelaide CBD,  
Australia

Project ‘Alchemy’ branding & website creation –  
WEB3 integration with ‘WalletConnect’, ‘MetaMask

Set up of Discord community 

Top tier Australian CEX listings 

 

2023 - 2024

First round of MTX ERC20 Private Seed sale 
 
Second round of MTX ERC20 Private Seed sale
 
MTX token (ERC20) launch
 
Top tier CEX listings 
 
Multiple sporting partnerships 
 
First round of Alchemy NFT sale

Second round of Alchemy NFT sale
 
Alchemy game launch on Epic Games platform
 
MTX Metaverse project development
 
MTX Metaverse “Land” sale
 
MTX Metaverse launch



matrixstudios.io

Contract: 0xe28832f94aa99d3ed4c61ef805330168556b4179



NOT ADVICE: This whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice, 
trading advice or recommendation by Matrix Studios, its affiliates, or its respective officers, 
directors, managers, agents, advisors, or consultants on the merits of purchasing tokens 
nor should it be relied upon in connection with any other contract or purchasing decision. 
Nothing on the platforms of Telegram, Discord, Twitter, Reddit, Instagram, Facebook, TikTok, 
YouTube, GitHub, this whitepaper, our website, or any other platform should be relied on as 
a promise or representation in the future.  

Matrix Studios, or any party associates, makes no representation regarding the likelihood or 
probability that any actual or proposed account allocation will in fact achieve a particular 
investment outcome or goal. Please realise that cryptocurrencies have the value that  
individuals associate with it. Be wise in investing money into any digital currency. Prices  
fluctuate and tokens can be lost easily due to digital mishaps and other technical forms of 
theft. 

Incidents may occur. Matrix Studios, its affiliates, or its respective officers, directors,  
managers, agents, advisors and consultants are not liable for any choices users make with 
Matrix Studios, the MTX Token, Matrix Studios NFTs, or any other existing or future  
component of the Matrix Studios ecosystem. 

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES have been made to the recipient of this whitepaper 
or its advisors as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or 
matters (expressed or implied) arising out of, contained in, or derived from this whitepaper 
or any omission from this document or of any other written or oral information or opinions 
provided now or in the future to any interested party or their advisors. 

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS: All statements contained herein other than statements of 
historical facts are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the “safe harbor”  
provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. We have attempted to 
identify any forward-looking statements by using words such as “anticipates,” “aims,” “will,” 
“plans,” “believes,” “could,” “expects,” “intends,” “may,” “should” and other similar  
expressions. These statements are based upon our current expectations and speak only as 
of the date hereof.  
 
Although we believe that the expectations reflected in our forward-looking statements are 
reasonable, we can give no assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct. Such 
statements are not guarantees of future performance or events and are subject to known 
and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause our actual results, events or financial 
position to differ materially and adversely from those expressed in such forward-looking 
statements. Such factors include, but are not limited to, our ability to raise additional capital, 
the absence of any operating history or revenue, our ability to attract and retain qualified 
personnel, our dependence on third-party developers who we can not control, our ability to 
develop and introduce a new service to the market in a timely manner, market  
acceptance of our services, the ability to successfully develop licensing programs and  
generate business, rapid technological change in relevant markets, unexpected network  
interruptions or security breaches, changes in demand for current and future intellectual 
property rights, legislative, regulatory and competitive developments addressing licensing 
and enforcement of patents and/or intellectual property, intense competition with larger  
companies, general economic conditions and other factors.  
We undertake no obligation to revise or update any forward-looking statements for any 
reason.

 

DISCLAIMER


